The new Kclass II raises the bar for technology and design. Modular and uniquely versatile, it can be seamlessly integrated into even the most exclusive store design. An impressive high-performer in terms of advertising, advice and sales.

Product description
The Bizerba Kclass II range achieves impressive results in all retail tasks: weighing, transactions, printing, advice, and the presentation of advertising and cross-selling. This makes the KH II 100 counter-top scale ideal for vendor sales, self service and price labeling alike. This compact device can also be combined with a cash drawer to offer a highly effective checkout solution. Together with an external load receptor weighing of heavy goods up to 150 kg is no problem.

The open PC platform offers maximum performance, and it has enough reserves to cope with new features or customer-specific requirements in the future too. Even the use of 3rd-party software poses no problems. The remarkably easy paper-change function sets the new Easy Load printer apart. It is possible to replace key components using virtually no tools. Daily cleaning of the scale can be completed quickly and simply too, thanks not least to its ergonomic design, Easy Clean surface of the housing and the newly developed frameless Easy Clean display.

Highlights
- Easy Clean for quick and easy cleaning of the scale
  - Surface: problem-free removal of stray labels
  - Displays: frameless for maximum cleaning efficiency
  - Load plate: optimum ease of handling
- Easy Load enables paper rolls to be changed in a matter of seconds
  - Combi-printer with ticket and linerless operation up to 80 mm paper roll widths
  - Additional label layout possible on pre-printed linerless paper
- Label and double printer*
  - PaperNearEnd function*
    (alert when almost out of paper for unattended scales in self-service use)
- Easy Level tilt compensation*
  - Accurate weighing results even when the scale is not leveled, no loss of revenue
- High-end PC-based scale with outstanding Intel® Dual Core processor for optimum performance and perfect graphics with minimum power consumption
- High-end software package RetailFramework
  - RetailPowerScale scale software
  - RetailApps for additional functionality*
  - RetailIntegratorsKit (RIK) for 3rd-party software*

Plus many more software options for additional solutions.

*Options
- Easy Level tilt compensation
- Double printer
- Separate load receptor up to 150 kg (KH II 100 G)
- Additional COM interface in conjunction with interface for cash drawer
- Cash drawer
- PaperNearEnd function (alert when almost out of paper)
- WLAN
- Audio kit (internal speaker)
- EC-Cash interface